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International Writer, Prenatal Yoga Specialist and Birth Doula Julia Piazza provides a Complete
Prenatal Yoga and Birth Preparation Guide for expecting women and their partners. The
publication prompts ladies to nourish themselves, and therefore their families, with simple but
effective activities including writing prompts and yoga exercises poses structured by trimester.
She's drawn on ancient traditions and her personal and professional experiences to create a rich
guidebook for health and existence. "I am thrilled to find Julia's terms of wisdom in this present
of a book for childbearing family members. The eight Birth Wisdoms are Julia's distinguishing
feature of her function: a collection of wisdoms and encounters shared with her over the years
of serving females and their own families in the labor and birth room. In this guided journey, a
complete 60- minute prenatal yoga exercises class flow and 30-minute prenatal yoga class
circulation are included, with over 35 beautiful photos of poses and adjustments for the
beginning and advanced yoga exercise practitioner. Recommendations for peacefully
advocating for mom and baby in the birthing space are included aswell. The publication
concludes with a comprehensive set of affirmations to consider with you to use in labor and
childbirth." -Jenna Shaw-Battista PhD, RN, NP, CNM, FACNM Birth Wisdom Yoga exercises
Remedies and Journal offers you a map for your being pregnant. Included within each Birth
Wisdom are meditations and affirmations, along with breathing and softening methods that may
help you find your center point during labor and childbirth. The reserve is organized so that you
can add weekly yoga exercises poses to your practice during the period of your being pregnant,
preparing you to "very own your power and power" in labor and childbirth. Get in touch with
Julia at birthwisdomyoga. Extra space is included for insights, questions, notes to your child,
photos of ultrasound scans and particular mementos. You should have plenty of space to create
a keepsake reserve to save lots of and cherish.com The proper modifications and benefits of
each pose are completely explained to keep you and your baby safe and sound, while also
preparing you for the “marathon of childbirth.” Each trimester of pregnancy and yoga is
explained with the normal pregnancy ailments and their yoga remedies. Birth Wisdom Yoga
Remedies and Journal is becoming an invaluable device and trusted handbook for yoga
exercises teachers seeking to support pregnant women in their yoga classes. Birth Specialists
have found it is also an excellent information for prenatal "check-ins" with their individuals for
reflection and planning for childbirth. Bulk Pricing for Birth Experts and Yoga exercises Teachers
is available. At the end of each week of being pregnant, there are two complete journal pages
with journal prompts to get ready you mentally for childbirth. A particular Labor and Delivery
section includes Birth Wisdom Yoga exercise Poses for Labor and Childbirth with particular
excerpts for the birth partner from Julia's Birth Partner and “Dudela” schooling workshops.
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Highly recommend! Having the ability to compose down how I have felt of these different stages
because of this baby and look back onto it is incredible A wonderful reserve for teachers and
students As a studio owner who offers yoga teacher trainings Julia offers wisdom that's thus
valuable for yoga teachers.! This book is crucial have for women that are pregnant and their
partners! This was the first book I purchased myself after learning I was pregnant and am so glad
I did so. Perfect for beginner or advanced yogis looking for a resource on how best to securely
practice prenatal yoga exercises in every trimesters. Also great for those who have been
informed to try prenatal yoga exercise but don’t have any certified teachers/classes close
by.Julia includes breaathing and rest techniques, poses that will help with common ailments like
sciatica and low back again pain, movements which can be taken into the labor space, and ways
that birth companions can support mamas during labor. I LOVE this book for all your wisdom it
offers women from a safe pelvic floor and primary perspective.We cannot recommend Birth
Wisdom Yoga enough! Julia’s experience as doula, prenatal yoga teacher, and lifelong college
student of ladies’s bodies and birth shines through her writing. I love that Julia has produced a
book that combines yoga and my personal birth journey. Perfect gift! I really like that she may
also use it as a scrapbook since there are good size journal web pages and spaces for photos.
She has many tips for positions, affirmations, and prompts for composing. It's Filled with
Wisdoms, Inspirations and Tools for a content and healthy pregnancy and delivery.! I also chose
this book since it actually has photos of each pose in a prenatal course. It also has a labor and
birth section with photos of yoga exercise poses for dads and birth partners to use to support
mothers during labor, which my hubby has tabbed and all set! Perfect gift!I am buying this for all
my pregnant friends! The cover and photos are stunning.The book is physically beautiful and
what are beautiful aswell, guiding mothers to reflect, affirm and prepare for labor through
stories, quotes, and journal prompts and pages. Pelvic Floor Awareness and Safety As a Pelvic
Flooring Physical Therapist, I often see females after childbirth. The photos are amazing, the
pregnancy and labor affirmations helped when I was stressed, and by my 36th week, I was
performing yoga exercise from the book each day. There are web pages to write down your
ideas and even areas to put pictures or moments you would like to remember. I will recommend
this book to anyone pregnant! Love love love this publication! I believe any woman who follows
the guidance in this publication will get into labor better actually and mentally prepared that
leads to a beautiful birth with less accidental injuries and more content stories.! Two key things
about this book: 1) It goes through each pose and discusses specific modifications for being
pregnant and 2) there are sample flows in the back that you should follow on your own. I can't
wait around to be pregnant with my next child and do prenatal yoga from the very beginning
with this publication as my guide. Thanks a lot, Julia!!! This publication has everything, safe
progressions to movement and head to during all levels of pregnancy, affirmations, adjustments,
tips, stories from other women, and amazing solid information to get ready your mind, body, and
soul for this trans-formative experience. Beautiful and empowering source! After searching at
many different books on childbirth and prenatal yoga exercises I chose Birth Wisdom Yoga
exercise Remedies and Journal. My pal can now practice a total prenatal yoga class at home with
very complete descriptions for the alignment of the poses. Fabulous Book, Amazing Guidelines! I
am so thrilled to utilize it and share it with all of my friends! This book has become my present
to every pregnant girl in my own life. Great work Julia, this book is both beautiful and
knowledgable. The writer even included a listing of questions to ask your MD before making
tough options during labor- which so many women don't realize they are able to ask!Personally i
think like Julia really understands the anatomy of the pregnant body as well how to plan labor.



Great insider tips on how exactly to support the development of your changing body and also
connecting to your child.As a Prenatal Expert, this is an absolute must have for new moms, I
usually have a stack in my office.I love that book is compiled by a person who understands the
birthing process and not just a prenatal yoga instructor. This book is like your bestfriend is
holding your hand threw the pregnancy process. I saw this publication displayed within my OB's
office when I was 32 weeks pregnant and We knew We had to get it immediately. They can be
found in the office full of stories, some are wonderful and some have become
traumatic.Sprinkled throughout the book are short stories, “birth wisdoms”, affirmations, and
areas to journal, take notes, and connect photos. So many women overdo their training, ending
up with tight woven bodies and hard childbirth or labor encounters. I recommend this reserve
for all my customers to use in preparation for the opening required to welcome their baby
earthside. Yoga exercise and my birth story! Gorgeous birth wisdoms, yoga and journal all in a
single book! A must have for just about any pregant women. I recommend it to anyone who's
expecting or who works together with people who are expecting Love it Gorgeous book I would
recommend to any kind of expectant parent. It’s easy to understand.! Must have for just about
any expecting mother! I was luckily enough to find Julia and her Birth Wisdom Yoga classes
before the birth of my daughter three years ago, and attribute my positive birth knowledge to
Julia's teachings. The knowledge and affirmations that she shares with college students in her
classes is flawlessly captured in this publication. I can take my own pictures and place them in
this publication. Five Stars Every expecting mom should read this reserve! Pregnancy is a period
of wonder, growth, reflection, surrender, calm, knowing, starting, and education. This woman is
definitely such an incredible resource and this book is a beautiful exemplory case of what she
loves to do—support females and present them the equipment to own and love their being
pregnant/birth experience regardless of what it appears like. This is a must have for any
expecting mom!! I also recommend her publication to our students who are expecting as a tool
to help them on their yoga journey throughout their pregnancy and after. Sweet book Looking at
this book We am thus excited to provide this as gifts to all or any my pregnant close friends! She
actually is so helpful and helpful! Nice book Perfect book excellent A good gift to have Lovely
illustrations This book is filled with amazing information and beautiful illustrations. Carrying a
child and birthing is more than a gorgeous baby bump and baby, its an entire full body and soul
procedure which doesn't result in birth, it's simply the beginning. These questions are the
difference maker in feeling informed and responsible for the process instead of falling victim to
the typical quick interventions generally pressured by hospital personnel. Great Book for
Finding your way through Birth I must say i enjoyed using this book since it is interactive and
useful throughout each stage of being pregnant. I bought this reserve for my friend who's
presently pregnant with twins. I also highly recommend going to Julia's prenatal yoga exercises
classes if you reside in the Sacramento area. I really like the affirmations, the spacious design of
the pages as well as the offers of helpful yoga poses. Body and mind support throughout
pregnancy Like the photos and the simple reading! Walks you through step-by-step trimesters to
help you follow a plan. Like that it incorporates body and mind exercises through yoga exercises
and journaling!
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